If you need help finding recruits or individuals you can invite to a Stampin’ Up! opportunity event, try using the following flyer. Grab a pen and paper and discover how many potential recruits you know!

**Potential Recruits**

**Hosts who have held a workshop that totals the amount of the quarterly sales minimum** (They can already see how easy it is to meet the quarterly minimums.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Hosts who have had 10 or more guests place orders at their workshop** (They are ready to start their own stamp club, and that’s a great way to maintain the sales requirements.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Hosts who have collected more than three outside orders** (They have lots of friends to start hosting workshops, and can collect lots of supplemental orders.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Customers who regularly place orders that total the quarterly sales minimum amount** (They would have no problem meeting the quarterly sales requirement with their own orders; their might as well start buying from themselves and get all the other demonstrator benefits.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Customers who attend every stamping event possible** (They would love group get-togethers and OnStage!)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Someone who can’t wait to show you their most recent stamped creation** (Anyone with excitement for stamping can do really well in this business.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Someone who loves a great bargain or who always purchases the monthly special** (The demonstrator kit is a fantastic deal that is hard to pass up! Plus, as a demonstrator, they can continue to purchase anything they want at a discount.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Someone who asks about the demonstrator benefits or requirements** (They may not admit it, but they are trying to figure out if this could work for them—it can!)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Someone who mentions needing extra money** (With Stampin’ Up! they can earn money while having fun.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________

**Someone who is addicted to stamping or who brags about how large their stamp collection is getting** (They know their interest isn’t just a fad; their stamps are an investment. Plus, they would love all the benefits that demonstrators enjoy.)
1._____________________________________________
2._____________________________________________
3._____________________________________________
Someone who wants to save money on stamps  (The most immediate benefit many new demonstrators notice is that they don’t have to use personal or family money for their stamps any more; they can purchase stamps with money they earn as a demonstrator.)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Someone who is looking for a job  (This is the best job around! It’s extremely flexible, and you get to be your own boss.)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________ 

Someone you particularly enjoy stamping with  (Think of how this friendship could develop if they were part of your downline.)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Someone who is always looking for more stamping ideas  (Stampin’ Up! offers many resources for awesome stamping ideas. There’s the demonstrator website, Stampin’ Success, team meetings, and more! Let them know about what they’ve been missing!)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Someone who might like to earn a free trip for two  (Have you heard someone talk about how expensive their last trip was or how long they had to save up for it? Vacations are ten times more fun when they’re free.)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Someone who already has a separate stamp, hobby, or scrapbooking room in their home  (They know their interest isn’t just a fad; their stamps are an investment. Plus, they would love all the benefits that demonstrators enjoy.)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Someone who might love this business for the same reason you do  (Don’t deny others the joy you have experienced as a demonstrator. It’s an opportunity to meet wonderful people, build lasting friendships, and share the fun and excitement of stamping!)

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________
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